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1 Selfish Caching

a) For each of the following caching networks, compute the social optimum, the pure Nash
equilibria, the price of anarchy (PoA) as well as the optimistic price of anarchy(OPoA):

i. α = 4, wA = wB = wC = wD = 1
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b) Write down the bi-matrix that corresponds to the following caching network given that
α = 10. (You may assume that not having access to the file incurs cost of 100.)

A B

wA = 1 wB = 2

3

Compute the pure, and the mixed Nash equilibria.

c) Consider a line topology of n peers with wi = 1 for all peers i, and de = 1 for all network
edges e. Compute the price of anarchy as a function of the placement cost α for large n
(n→∞)!
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2 Selfish Caching with variable placement cost

The selfish caching model introduced in the lecture assumed that every peer incurs the same
placement cost α, i.e., we assumed that αi = α for all peers i where αi is the placement cost
that peer i has to pay for caching the file locally. However, this is a simplification of the reality.
A peer with little storage space could experience a much higher placement cost than a peer who
has terabytes of free disc space available. In this exercise, we omit the simplifying assumption
and allow variable placement costs αi.

a) What are the Nash Equilibria in the following caching networks given that

i. αA = 1, αB = 2, αC = 2,

ii. αA = 3, αB = 3/2, αC = 3 ?

A B C

wA = 1/2 wB = 1/3 wC = 1/3
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Does any of the above instances have a dominant strategy profile? What is the PoA of
each instance?

b) The PoA of a class C is defined as the maximum PoA over all instances in C. Let

• An
[a,b] be the class of caching networks with n peers, a ≤ αi ≤ b, wi = 1, and de = 1

for all edges e,

• Wn
[a,b] be the class of networks with n peers, a ≤ wi ≤ b, αi = 1, and de = 1 for all

network edges e.

Show that PoA(An
[a,b]) ≤

b
a · PoA(Wn

[ 1
b ,

1
a ]

) for all n > 0.

3 Matching Pennies

Tobias and Stephan like to gamble, and came up with the following game: Each of them secretly
turns a penny to heads or tails. Then they reveal their choices simultaneously. If the pennies
match Tobias gets both pennies, otherwise Stephan gets them.

Write down this 2-player game as a bi-matrix, and compute its (mixed) Nash equilibria!

4 P2P File Sharing

a) Tit-for-tat (T4T) denotes the strategy in a repeated two-player game to reply to the oppo-
nent’s action with the same action. E.g., if the opponent previously was cooperative, the
agent is cooperative. If not, the agent is not. Explain the problems that arise when we
want to apply the T4T strategy to a P2P file sharing system.

b) Successful file sharing protocols such as BitTorrent exploit the fact that peers downloading
the same file (or collection of files) can be organized so that they can trade different parts
of the same file among each other. The set of peers that are in the process of downloading
the same file f is called the swarm of f . If a peer wants to download a file f it enters the
swarm of f , gets some trading capital, and exchanges parts of f with the other peers in
the swarm.

In the following, let Tij denote the number of file blocks transferred from peer i to peer j
in the given P2P file sharing system. Furthermore, you may assume for simplicity that the
file blocks are at any time distributed well among the peers. In particular, assume that
every peer who is contacted by a freeloader always has a file block in which the freeloader
is interested. Moreover, assume that the freeloader can trade any previously gathered file
block b for a new one with a peer i unless it has received b from i earlier.
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i. The pairwise ∆-strict T4T strategy is the strategy of a peer i in a file sharing system
to only upload a file block to a peer j if Tij − Tji < ∆. Consider a swarm of a file
with m blocks where all peers trade according to a pairwise ∆-strict T4T strategy.
How large does a swarm need to be at least such that a freeloader can download the
entire file for free?

ii. Assume that a trusted authority keeps a global balance of each swarm participant’s
contribution, i.e., it announces any peer i’s contribution βi =

∑
j (Tij − Tji) upon

request. The global ∆-strict T4T strategy is the strategy of a peer i in a file sharing
system to only upload a file block to a peer j if βj < ∆. If all peers employ a global
∆-strict T4T strategy, how large can the file size m be at maximum, respectively how
large must the swarm size n be at minimum, such that a freeloader can get the entire
file for free?

iii. Explain why a trusted authority is hard to implement in a real P2P system, and give
an alternative to keeping a global balance in P2P file-sharing systems!
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